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Overview

1. Legal requirements
2. Where do we stand?
Legal requirements

- PHLG decision 12 January 2018
- Transposition deadline 12 July 2018
- Implementation deadline 12 July 2021
  - Non-binding guidance by ENTSO-E
  - Monitoring by ENTSO-E / ECS / ECRB
  - Cut-off date for existing facilities
  - NRA publication of derogation criteria

12 March 2019
Where do we stand?

- **Transposition**
  - By law: ME
  - Directly applicable: MK
  - By regulatory act: AL, BiH\textsubscript{partly}, KS\#, GE\#, MD, SR\# pending, UA\#
    [# no formal transposition?]
- **Derogation criteria**: BiH
- **Implementation?**
RECORD - The Derogation Decision Register

RECORD is the tool that allows NRAs and other relevant authorities to maintain a register of all derogations they have granted or refused in accordance with the connected derogation criteria as specified by the NRA, or other authority where applicable in a Member State.
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